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LOve
Who’s dating, mating and hating

This week's

 4   

��e
Jessica Hayes & Max Morley,
Jonathan Clark and  
Hannah Elizabeth
After six weeks of fun in the sun, 
ITV2’s Love Island has sadly 
come to an end. But the raunchy 
show actually did manage to 
find some genuine love along 
the way! When couple Jess and 
Max, both 22, were announced 
as the winners by host Caroline 
Flack, the pair quickly had to 
choose between love or money.
After both choosing love, they
got to walk away with the
£50,000 cash prize. 

Although the professional
cricketer and glamour model
(a match made in heaven?)
got the most amount of public
votes, it wasn’t all smooth
sailing during their stay on the
Spanish island. In one dramatic
episode, Max ditched her to
‘couple up’ with her rival Naomi
Bell, who told Now she thinks
if she hadn’t been voted off
she’d still be with Max!

The runners-up, builder
Jonathan and model Hannah,
both 25, got engaged!  
Another series, please. 

A £50,000 
love affair

Hannah and
Jonathan

got engaged

Ow�t �  
�ue ��!?

Jessica and Max 
put love before

money. Who said
romance is dead? 

Cricketer Max
and model
Jessica won the
public vote

e



TOWIE star

Lewis has been

off the booze

and hitting the

gym hard for

several weeks

– and we’re really

liking the results!

The hunky Essex

boy is so ripped these

days he needs to

rename himself

Lewis Phwoarr.

Crush
corner

LEWIS BLOOR,

24

e ladder
Ho

tt
ing

up

Cooling
off

Justin Bieber 
& Selena 
Gomez
Justin, 21, has 

been spotted 

getting close

to Selena,

22. Again.

Could they be

heading for

their 287,282nd

romantic

reunion?

Matt
Bellamy
& Elle
Evans
It seems

musician

Matt, 37, has

a new Muse in

US actress Elle,

25 – who looks

a lot like his

former fiancée

Kate Hudson.

Danielle
Lloyd & Tom
Jimson
More bad news

for Danielle, 31.

Her property

developer ex

Tom, 23, has

reportedly

been ‘arrested

over an alleged

£100,000

sting’ in Dubai.

Sienna Miller
& Tom
Sturridge
Sienna, 33, has

reportedly

called it quits

with fiancé

Tom, 29, after

four years.

The pair have

a daughter

Marlowe, two.

Nicky Hilton &
James Rothschild
Swapping The Hilton for 
Kensington Palace, 31-year-
old hotel heiress Nicky 
married British banking heir 
James, 29, in quite possibly 
the most extravagant 
wedding of the summer. 
Fortunately, her big sister 
Paris was there to Instagram 
every detail, including the 
250-strong guest list that 
included Greek royalty – and 
actress aunt Kim Richards, 
who allegedly left rehab in 
the middle of the night in 
order to attend. We’ve never 
known someone to take 
an RVSP so seriously!

Wayne Rooney &
Coleen Rooney
It seems Manchester 
United footballer
Wayne has scored
a hat-trick. Coleen
has announced that
she’s pregnant with
the couple’s third
child, who’s due in
January. The pair,
both 29, wed in 2008
and already have two
boys – Kai, five, and
Klay, two. Could a
little girl be next?

Calum Best & Ianthe
Rose Cochrane-Stack
CBB star Calum, 34, has
split from model Ianthe,
24. The pair, who recently
reconciled after a previous
break-up, have decided
to end things for good.
Calum Tweeted: ‘Single
man, I wish Ianthe nothing
but health and happiness.
Amazing times shared but
came to an end. Onwards
and upwards. Much love.’

No longer
the Best

Royal wedding

Wayne 
shoots... 
and scores!

Tats it for
Calum
and Ianthe

Nicky looks
stunning in
her Valentino
wedding gown
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Eight more to go,
Coleen, and you’ll 
have your own
football team



J
ust days after 

marrying Emily in  

a dream wedding,  

Peter Andre had to 

cancel his honeymoon 

to give evidence in a court  

case that’s opened up all the  

old wounds from his first 

marriage to Katie Price. 

Not only did the shocking court 

case expose the toxic breakdown 

of the couple’s relationship, 

culminating in their split in  

May 2009, but Peter was  

forced to relive outrageous  

and unfounded allegations  

of sexual misconduct, too. 

So what happened? Peter, 42, 

was called as a witness in a high 

court case between his former TV 

producer Neville Hendricks and 

ITV2. But it was the details 

around the breakdown of Katie 

and Peter’s marriage that sent the 

world of showbiz reeling.

In Neville’s evidence, he 

suggested Pete had planned to 

expose Katie,  37, as a ‘love cheat’ 

to cause her ‘distress’ as well as 

boosting his profile. Neville 

claims at one stage his former 

partner Claire Powell ‘obtained a 

phone that belonged to the man 

Peter suspected’ but it did ‘not 

contain the evidence she thought’.

But Pete denied he and Claire 

had a conspiracy to paint Katie as 

a ‘complete bitch’ after they split. 

He claimed: ‘That’s not correct at 

all. She knew what was happening 

and she knew what I was going 

through. I left for a lawful reason, 

Shocking revelations

of their ‘horrific’ split,  

plus cheating claims  

and sex slurs

KATIE &
REVEAL

‘KATIE
KEPT 
QUIET
ON THE
DAY’

TOX
News

X



and I won’t accept that Claire 

made the plan to make me look 

good and Katie look bad.’  

The court also heard Peter  

was left distraught by malicious 

claims on Twitter, which appeared 

to be supported by Neville, that 

he had paid women for sex. He 

added: ‘Rather than defending 

me (or ignoring them), Neville 

chose to join in with them.’ 

Neville denies this, claiming  

he only endorsed information 

about Peter’s manager Claire.

Pete’s relationship with Neville 

continued to suffer. He claimed: 

‘I’d just gone through a horrific 

divorce and, at the start, Neville 

was there with me and saw what I

was going through. Now I’m

having a problem with the very

person who was supporting

me, so I was completely upset

about what was going on

around us.’

Speaking about

the break-up of his

marriage, Pete

said: ‘It was on

the front of the

newspapers.

All the

children

were with me.

Harvey was with me. Harvey is 

Katie’s son and I call him my own. 

She then went on Piers Morgan 

Life Stories and spoke about why 

we broke up. I thought it was 

horrific. I’d never mentioned why 

I left and what had happened.  

I was in a mess.’

Neville also 

alleged Peter found

Katie’s disabled son,

Harvey, 13, ‘difficult

to be with and be 

around.’ He said  

he persuaded  

Peter to write the song 

Unconditional about Harvey  

to show they were bonding.  

Pete denied the allegations.

Neville, who was in

a relationship with

Claire from 2004-2010,

is seeking £549, 060 for

damages and costs from

ITV2 after it

cancelled

his show in

August 2011.

But the

channel says

he was in

breach of

contract

and is

claiming £261, 951.

While Pete was 

dealing with the 

accusations in court, 

Katie concentrated  

on family life, posting 

pics of her cuddling  

up to her daughter 

Bunny, 11 months. She

posted a pic of her 

jam-packed fridge 

saying: ‘Nice and full.’

The court case with

Neville continues, but

may be a warm-up  

for the ongoing legal 

battle between Katie 

and Peter. The pair  

will go head-to-head in

court on 25 January  

2016 and it’s expected 

to last around 10 days.

Katie’s seeking 

damages  

from her  

former  

manager  

Claire, who  

still represents

Pete, alleging they misused

private information about 

her. She’s also seeking an 

injunction after launching a

£250k legal battle against

thepairinSeptember2012.

Among the statements

are accusations that

Claire leaked private

details about Katie to

the press after she left

her management company.

Claire and Peter have

both denied the claims –

and allege Katie used

her private life for

commercial gain. Katie

paid £200,000 to the

court in April to

continue her claim.

PETER COURT CASE 
S CLAIMS OF THEIR

‘THIS  
MAY BE A
WARM-UP’

Katie Price ‘shocked’ ex-husband

Peter Andre and his new wife 

Emily MacDonagh by raising a 

glass to them and wishing them 

the ‘best of luck’ in their life 

together. They married last 

weekend at Mamhead House in 

Devon in front of 150 close friends.

A source said: ‘Katie had already 

given her blessing when they got

engaged but she wished Emily ‘the

best of luck’ ahead of their big day.

‘While Katie doesn’t speak to

Pete at all now, she has a cordial

relationship with Emily as they

deal with childcare arrangements.’

While Pete was tying the knot

surrounded by his children with

Katie, 10-year-old Junior and

Princess, eight as well as Pete

and Emily’s 18-month-old

daughter Amelia, Katie was on a

photoshoot before heading to an

alfresco lunch with her third

husband Kieran Hayler, 28.

XIC LOVE

Katie’s wedding
wish to Emily

Pete’s 
relationship with 

TV producer 
Neville broke 

down
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News

H
er baby news may

have broken the

hearts of millions

of One Direction

fans. But Briana Jungwirth and

Louis Tomlinson, both 23, who’ve

been seen together several times 

since he split up with his ex

Eleanor Calder just four months 

ago, are said to be ‘happy and

excited’ about their new arrival.

And Now can reveal that Briana’s

strictly religious family are very

keen for the expecting

pair to get married.

The American stylist – thought

to be 11 weeks pregnant – has met

Louis’s family and he’s said he’s

keen to be a ‘hands-on dad’. The

star even flew his mum Johanna

and stepdad Dan Deakin to the

USA to meet the Californian

beauty in July and Briana’s family

could be pushing for the soon-to-

be parents to become a proper

family in the eyes of the Lord.

Now has seen Briana’s religious

mother Tammi’s Twitter page 

and she’s

been looking

online at wedding venues and

luxury boutiques that specialise

in bespoke dresses and flowers.

Briana’s grandma Ruth recently

shared on Facebook: ‘A good

man will help you financially,

keep your home safe and love  

you the way you are.’

The parents-to-be aren’t

thought to still be romantically 

involved but are ‘very good

friends’. Unlike Louis’s best

friend Oli Wright, 23, who Now

can reveal in a shock twist, is an

item with Briana’s 

cousin Ashley 

Clark, 21.

Oli, who tours

the world with

Louis, first met

Ashley after Briana

introduced them

on a night out. The 

Doncaster-based lad even joined

both families as they celebrated

Independence Day together.

Although Bri’s all-American

family have put on a wholesome

front, an inactive blog uncovered

byNowfromformerlytroubled

teenAshley reveals all kinds of

secrets. ‘Ican’ttellpeoplenottodo

drugs…peopletoldmenottoand

Iignoredthem,’wroteAshleyaged

just18.‘Ihadarelapse,butIgot

cleanagainandhaven’tquitefelt

emotionsasmostnormalpeople

do.’ When an anonymous reader

asked:‘douknowaboutthesextape

ofyouontheinternet???’Ashley

replied:‘Yeah,it’sprettydope.’

Hmm…Guessit’salwaysgood  

toknowwhat typeoffamily  

you’re getting  into…

Briana,
Louis,

Ashley
and Oli

Briana’s mum
Tammi is keen on
a quick wedding 

Drugs, sex
tapes and
secret wedding
plans. Now can
exclusively reveal
some shocking
secrets around
pregnant Briana
and her family… 

1D’s Louis’s
baby shock

IS A
WEDDING 
NEXT? 

Another

Exclusive

Louis, who says
he’ll be a hands-on

dad, makes friends with
Briana’s young brother Austin
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Darling of the fashion

industry, Kendall has

been blasted by fellow

models as being ‘too

fat for runway’ and

‘needs to lose 10lb’. But

the 19-year-old, who’s

5ft 10in and weighs

8st, has to take abuse

for being too thin too.

Twitter user Amanda

Fazzio said: ‘Kendall

Jenner is skinny as

hell… She needs to

have a couple plates

of rice and beans.’

Kendall said in an

interview: ‘Calling

someone too skinny

is the same as calling

someone too fat, it is

not a nice feeling.’

KENDALL JENNER

‘It’s hard being 
in a society 
where people 
are really thin’
Rather than focusing on her 

Wimbledon win, Serena’s 

body shape was news 

instead. One Twitter account 

was shut down for implying 

her tennis triumph was only 

because she was ‘built like a 

man’. The 33-year-old who’s 

11st and an athletic size  

12, said: ‘Being in a society 

where a lot of people are  

thin is hard. I had to learn 

how to embrace my curves.’

SERENA

WILLIAMS

  10  

‘Being called too skinny 
is not a nice feeling’ 

It doesn’t seem 

to matter what body 

type female celebrities 

have, every picture of them is 

pored over by ‘fans’ and  they are 

being criticised for how they look. 

Earlier this month, Cheryl Fernandez-

Versini blasted online trolls who 

branded her a ‘bag of bones’ saying 

‘I’m so f***ing sick of people thinking 

it’s OK to body shame anyone.’

Now investigates the rise of  

the celebrity body-shamer 

and how the celebs are 

hitting back…

Bullied for
   their bo

r



Bodies

TURN FOR MOREÉ

‘I’ll have a 
tum op’
She’s lost 7st since 

2012, when beach 

pics inspired her to 

transform her body, 

but 30-year-old Josie 

still isn’t happy. The 

Big Brother star who 

weighs 10st 2lb and 

is a size 8, is planning 

a £10,000 tummy 

tuck to silence cruel 

Twitter trolls that 

branded her a ‘fat 

bitch’ online. ‘I have 

excess skin I’ll never 

be able to get rid  

of,’ Josie tells Now. 

‘I’ve been to see a 

consultant about  

the tummy tuck.’

JOSIE 

GIBSON

They’ve had 

enough of the 

bullying over 

heir figures

VANESSA

PARADIS

When singer

Vanessa wore

a size 4 bikini,

haters said she

needed a boob job!

One said: ‘Would

have thought she’d

buy some decent

breasts.’ The 7st 7lb

star has dealt with

abuse in the past,

saying, ‘People

would spit at me

in the street.’

But she’s hit

back at criticism

of her looks,

especially her

teeth, saying,

‘Why would

I fix them?’

‘People would
spit at me’

r   
dies



Bodies

Fitness fanatic

Chloe Madeley

has overhauled

her body. The

28-year-old got

hooked on weights

through her personal

trainer ex three years

ago, and has since

trained as a PT. But

Chloe worries she’s

not ‘lean’ enough. And

attention from trolls

has only made this

worse, with one posting:

‘Girls should have

curves, not be ripped.’

But Chloe, who’s 9st

and a size 8, silenced

her Instagram critics,

posting: ‘I <3 muscle and 

I don’t care if it’s 

not lady like. 

#SuckIt.’

CHLOE

MADELEY

‘I’m tough

but I’m human’

Singer Pink was mocked online

after she appeared on a red carpet in

April looking bigger than before. The

35-year-old mother of one, who is 9st

4lb, Tweeted: ‘I don’t take well to

bullying. I’m not a person that

will be bullied. I am a girl, I have

feelings and people think I

take no shit and I’m

tough but I’m a

human 

PINK

‘I don’t care
if I don’t look 
ladylike’

‘People need
to stand up 
to bullies’
Sam Bailey shed 2st while

on The X Factor in 2013

but after giving birth to

Miley last September,

she’s been dieting to

lose weight again. The

38-year-old has shed

1st 7lb, dropping

from a size 18

to size 14, and

couldn’t wait to

go on holiday to

Barbados. So it’s

no surprise the

mother of three

blasted a troll

who said she

looked like

a ‘beached

whale’.

Sam hit

back with:

‘Sometimes

people need

to stand up

 to BULLYS!

Pick on sum1 

else! TWAT!’

SAM BAILEY

TURN FOR MOREÉ

Amanda
Hills, psychologistand body image expertsays: ‘There is a trend towardscomplete fixation on appearanceand the outward perfecting of the body,within the general population. Becausepeople are focusing on themselves more, they

then put more emphasis on those in the public
eye. Ten years ago there weren’t as many boob
jobs, lip implants or bottom implants. I thinkit’s risen with the rise of the selfie which isbecoming a real addiction. It’s usually foundin people that don’t feel that great aboutthemselves – if you are comfortablein yourself you don’t feel the need to focus on your outward appearance.’ 







Now that being on the receiving

end of the wrath of TOWIE

co-stars Chloe Lewis and

Danielle Armstrong has brought 

back upsetting memories

of her school days where she  

was verbally abused for

being ‘the odd one out’. 

She admitted: ‘I got bullied

all through school for the way

I looked – I blossomed quite late

in life. I still don’t rate myself – I

don’t see myself as others see me.’

As our exclusive pictures show,

Verity has transformed from

geeky teen to TOWIE beauty.

15

Bodies

B
eing dubbed ‘the

most hated girl in

Essex’ would upset 

anyone but for 

TOWIE new girl Verity

Chapman, it’s all too familiar.

The 24-year-old model told  

TOWIE’S

VERITY

CHAPMAN

‘I got bullied at
school for the
way I looked’

TOWIE newcomer
Verity is determined
to stand up for herself

FROM
TEEN TO 
TOWIE
‘I blossomed
quite late in life,’ 
admits Verity

Exclusive

pictures

‘I don’t see myself 
as other people see me’



FASHmo

JASMIN 
WALIA

The red-carpet trends they shopped and rocked!

JESS
IMPIAZZI

CHARLOTTE 
CROSBY
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For this week’s ‘hots & nots’,
click on to nowmagazine.co.uk

TEAR- 
IT-OUT 
TRENDBest

of the rest
Straight from the red carpet to 

your wardrobe! Shop the looks 

from the In The Style party…

£35.99

£22.99

In The 
Style 

Special

FRAN
PARMAN

LAUREN 
POPE

Stooshe’s Karis
Anderson, Courtney 

Rumbold and 
Alexandra Buggs

For more,
go to

inthestyle.
com

£39.99





It’s not the

first timePaul’sbeen

introuble.Reports

claimthatduring

histimewithSam,

policewerecalled

to the couple’s

maritalhome after

‘allegationsof

domesticviolence’.

As for Nat’s star

role in Life On Marbs,

she tells Now: ‘My

husband doesn’t

want me on the

show, but that

makes me want

to do it more!’

TURN FOR MOREÉ

NEED TO

Natalie’s colourful life

NOW!All the news, none of the snooze

Marbs-ellous!

Shemaybeliving itup in

Marbella,enjoyingaglamorous

lifestyle intheSpanishsunwith

hubbyPauland twodaughters,

butNowcanexclusivelyreveal

there’smorethanmeetsthe

eyetoformerglamourmodel, 

NatalieRichardson. The

32-year-oldhousewife,once

knownasNatalieDenning,

hasa racy past.

Natalieoriginallymadea

nameforherselfstarring in

TVseriesPoorLittleRichGirls,

gainingfame through her kiss’n’

tells on 

thelikesofLeonardoDiCaprio

andCalumBest. And in 2004,

she played a major part in the

breakdown of Paul’s three-year

marriage to ex-Stringfellows lap

dancer, Samantha Ramplin, 42. 

Natalie met Paul at a

modelling shoot almost 12

years ago, adding that it was

‘love at second sight’ for the

pair. But their relationship left

Sam heartbroken when Paul 

shacked up with Natalie.

It’snotbeenall funandgames

fortheloved-uppair. In2009,

Paulwas jailedfortwoyearsafter

he scammed the taxman out

of £870,000 leaving Natalie 

homeless and alone. 

Our Lucy with
the cast

Cassie, Natalie
and Danni

DANNI

LEVY, 31, got

her best mate’s lips

tattooed on her back.

Her BFF repaid the

favour by sleeping

with her boyfriend! 

And they’re

still pals!

CASSIE

ROWAN, 28, is

set to wed fiancé

Michael in Marbella

next year and hopes

her terminally ill dad

will be able to walk 

her down the 

aisle.

BALLY

SINGH, 39,

is mates with

Pharrell Williams

and hates TOWIE,

saying it ruined

Marbs! Ouch!

Exclusive

LIFE
ON

MARBS
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  New chapter

Bigger family?

Caitlyn Jenner got us all

tearful last week when she

made an emotional and

powerful speech at the

ESPY Awards in Los Angeles. 

The 65-year-old former

Olympian received a standing

ovation as she accepted her

Arthur Ashe Courage Award

for sharing her transition 

with the public.

Speaking about her family’s 

support throughout her

transition, she said: ‘You guys

have given so much back to

me, you’ve given me so much

support. I am so, so grateful

to have all of you in my life. 

Thank you.’

As if being such a brave 

and beautiful person

wasn’t enough, Caitlyn also

showed us that she’s quite

the comedian as well, sharing

with us what a struggle it is

to get ready for a shindig.

‘OK, girls, I get it. You’ve

got to get the shoes, the hair,

the make-up; it was exhausting.

And the fashion police, please

be kind on me. I’m new at this.’

You’re already doing better 

than us, Caitlyn!

Courageous 

CAITLYN

Former Spice Girl

Emma Bunton, 39,

reveals her ups and

downs before getting

pregnant by partner

Jade. ‘At 25 I had a

health scare and they

told me it was 50/50  

I’d be able to have

children,’ she recalls.

‘It broke my heart.’

Happily she’s mum of

sons, Beau, seven and

Tate, four, but the couple

would love another child.

Sharing that her son

said: ‘Mum, when you

kiss me at the school

gates it’s embarrassing,’

it seems that even when

your mum’s been a Spice

Girl, she’s just as cringe 

as any other parent!

We’ve been on baby bump watch since

Kim Kardashian announced she was

expecting her second child with hubby

Kanye West, but there’s been no sign…

until now! Tweeting that her bump is

‘about to pop’, the 34-year-old star is

doing everything to make sure she

doesn’t put on as much weight as she

did with North. She even Tweeted

what she’d done that morning:

‘Just walked 3 miles and did 100

squats! Happy Monday.’ Blimey!

We can hardly get out of 

bed on a Monday!

Kim K’s

pregnancy squats

BABY SPICE’S
HAPPY ENDING
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MANS-FORMATIONS

‘I think
I look
BETTER
than I
used to’
Cricketer Shane looks

unrecognisable from

his sporting glory

days. The 45-year-old

Aussie, who has had 

hair transplants,

recently showed off a

taut complexion and

plumped lips. Shane, 

who used to date

actress Liz Hurley,  

50, has denied

having surgery, but

instead attributed his

new face to weight loss.

He says: ‘Everyone thinks

I’ve had facial operations.

I haven’t had one thing.

I went from 14st 5lb to

12st over the course of  

Radio 1 DJ Nick has

gone through his

own X Factor journey,

ditching the geeky

John Lennon glasses

and his dodgy hair as

well as a few pounds.

Nick, 30, revealed that

his dad advised him to

start cycling again. ‘I

hadn’t been on a bike

since I was 13, and my

dad said: “You should

get back on it – it was

the only time in your

life you were thin!”’

six months. You lose 2st 5lb,  

it looks different. I’ve got

wrinkles and all sorts of

stuff, but because I think

I’m looking better than

I used to, people jump to

all these conclusions.’

SHANE
WARNE

NICK
GRIMSHAW

You’re not going to BELIEVE what these men used to look like...

   23
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The 26-year-old singer has

gone to great lengths to nip

and tuck his face in a bid to

achieve the perfect look. He

has previously admitted:

‘I’m very self-conscious. I

won’t stop [surgery] until

I’m the perfect man.’ Rylan 

has new teeth, his lips

plumped and is now

considering a surgically 

enhanced six-pack.

31-year-old DJ

Calvin ditched the

bowl haircut and 

hit the gym,

becoming the face 

of Armani and

bagging himself

A-list girlfriend

Taylor Swift, 25,

in the process.

Serious goals.

The X Factor winner

admitted he piled on the

pounds enjoying hotel room

service. But the 27-year-old

said there is no secret to his

new look. He tweeted: ‘I grew

my hair, fixed my teeth,

got a personal trainer and

stopped eating burgers! No

miraculous makeover, guys.’

RYLAN CLARK

CALVIN
HARRIS

JAMES ARTHUR

Kaiser Chiefs frontman

Ricky looks nothing like

his previous boozy, bloated

incarnation. The 37-year-old

Voice coach not only slimmed

down and smartened up, he

sorted out his chipped teeth,

too. His secret? ‘Happiness

makes you thin,’ he said.

RICKY WILSON
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yesterDAY’S

toDAY’S
takeout treat

tandoori wrap

OUR SUPER SOFT WRAPS HOLD

MORE OF THE STUFF YOU LIKE

GET WRAPPING



ExactMatch
Stars love high street too… Here's how to shop it up just like a celeb

LYDIA IN
LYDIA ROSE
BRIGHT
TOWIE star

Lydia Bright

is our summer

style crush!

These lovely

lace co-ords

are fab for any

occasion and

the items look

great worn

separately, too.
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ROSIE
IN QUIZ
MIC star

Rosie looks

Fortescu-te 

in this

halter dress,

styled with

the hottest

shoe of the

moment:

the lace-up.

MOLLIE
IN OASIS
Saturdays

singer Mollie

King looks

nauti-cool

in these

cute striped 

shorts

from Oasis.

Teaming

them with a

simple, crisp

white T-shirt 

finishes

off the

look

easily.

Blogger and

model Ashley

James beats

the heat in

this tropical

co-ord outfit.

£32
OASIS

£19.99
QUIZ

£29.99
QUIZ

£32
OASIS

£38
LYDIAROSE

BRIGHT.COM

£45
LYDIAROSE

BRIGHT.COM

CEL BS
LOVE
OASIS

£40
OASIS

ASHLEY
IN OASIS
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I
t looks like splitting from

Scott Disick is having an 

effect on Kourtney

Kardashian.The reality star

is usually coiffed to perfection, but

was spotted with sprouting grey

hairs as the reality of facing life as

a single mother of three sets in.

Kourtney, 36, was seen heading

towards the studio in LA asshe

filmedanepisodeofKeeping Up 

With The Kardashians. The

couplesplitearlierthismonth

afternine years together, when

Scott, 32, was pictured looking

very close to his ex girlfriend

Chloe Bartoli, 25, on a recent

holiday on the French Riviera.

Speaking about the couple’s

public split, momager Kris

Jenner, 59, said: ‘Kourtney’s

hanging in there.’ Her half-

sister Kylie, 17, added: ‘She’s

actually doing great. We’re

sisters, we always stick together.’

Scott’s hard partying has always

been a bone of contention

between the couple, but it was

photos of him looking cosy

with Chloe that prompted

Kourtney to pack his bags and 

send his

belongings 

to his

bachelor

pad in

Beverley

Hills on

9 July. 

Relationship breakdown takes its  

toll on the mother of three

She’s told pals her priority is

looking after their children

Mason, five, Penelope, three,

and Reign, seven months.

It was claimed Scott booked

himself into rehab – which was

meant to be near where he was

staying with Chloe in Florida –

on 5 July, but reportedly only 

spent a few hours there.

Gearing up for life as a single

mum, Kourtney took Penelope

to Disneyland to celebrate her

third birthday. Scott was absent,

but posted a message to his

daughter on

Instagram,

saying: ‘1 of

the only

things I’m

proud off

about myself.

Happybdayp.’

Scott and
Kourtney had
been together
for nine years
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Holiday snap

Kourtney
and Scott

with Mason
and Penelope

Stress of
split turns
Kourtney 
GREY

There’s a silver
lining for Kourtney, 
but not the sort
she’d want

Scott with his
ex Chloe
in France
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Wow!

The prince is going to

be a heartbreaker

T
wo years ago,

it felt as if the

world stood still 

awaiting the

arrival of Prince George at

St Mary’s Hospital, London,

along with his parents Prince

William and Kate, Duchess of

Cambridge, both 33. But how

time flies! Celebrating his

birthday on 22 July, George hits

the ‘terribletwos’,withhisdad

describinghimasa‘littlemonkey’.

Looking unbelievably cute in

his smart outfits and side parting

Get a
load of
George 
at 18!

– and with a striking resemblance

to his father at that age – we could

certainly see what Prince William

meant when George completely

stole the show at sister Princess

Charlotte’s christening on 5 July.

He may be heir to the

throne and call the Queen

‘Granny’, but Prince William

isn’t really so different 

from the rest of us.

Returning to work last

week at East Anglian Air

Ambulance following the

birth of his daughter last

month, the father-of-two

revealed: ‘It’s my first day

and I’m feeling the nerves.

We’re starting off on a wet

Cambridge day, but I’m

really looking forward  

to getting started.’ 

Wills’ job as an air

ambulance pilot sees him

working nine-and-a-half

hour shifts in a four-day-on,

four-day-off shift pattern.

The prince might also

have done a double take

when he turned up at

work last week and met

his new colleague. Flying

doctor Gemma Mullen,

33, who bears a striking 

resemblance to the

Duchess of Cambridge,

will be flying on rescue

missions with the prince

Everyone agrees
he’s a cutie now...

...and we reckon
George will be even cuter

in a few years’ time!

But just imagine him at 18

– what a heartbreaker! Judging by

this picture we’ve mocked up for

your amusement, his chiselled

jawline, big brown eyes and

evenly proportioned features,

along with his well-styled mop

of hair, will have women around

the world falling at his feet. With

genes like Kate’s and Wills’, we’d

be very surprised if he didn’t

turn out to be a total hunk!

Wills is back at work – with a Kate lookalike!

Gemma will
take to the
skies with
Prince William
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emi Lovato has revealed that she’s finally learnt to

love her curves as she’s developed a healthy attitude

towards her body. And the 22-year-old thanks a

ertain someone for that – her boyfriend of five 

ears, Wilmer Valderrama, 35.

The Cool For Summer singer shared an Instagram

pic of herself sprawled on a recliner with the caption: 

‘Learn to lurrrrrvveee yerrrrr currrrrvveees... I

actually used to hate them... But then a special

omeone helped me learn how to love them... And he

ure loves them.... #squats #COOLFORTHESUMMER.’

The hottest news from over there, is in here

N	
H

e’s one of the

Hollywood

heartthrobs who

can command  

a movie pay cheque that

would make your eyes water.

But according to US reports,

34-year-old Ryan Gosling,

who’s dating Eva Mendes, 41,

is struggling with the level of

attention he’s found since

becoming famous. So much 

so, he’s now become a

hermit, friends say.

‘He hasn’t made man

close friends in the

20 years he’s been

working in LA,’

alleges a source. ‘He

used to be funny and

open, but fame has

closed him off to

meeting new people

because he doesn’t

feel like he can trust

anyone. He prefers

to hang out with Eva

and his daughter.’

Another source adds:

‘Ryan is a loner and

pretty awkward.’

Rapper 50 Cent, once said to be worth

£100 million, has filed for bankruptcy 

after being sued over a sex tape he

posted online. 50 Cent (born Curtis

James Jackson III), 40, was ordered to

pay £3.2 million to Lastonia Leviston 

who said he’d posted a  

sex tape of her and

her boyf (50 Cent’s 

rap rival) Rick

Ross, without

her permission. 

He denies

posting the

video and said

he’d been told

she wouldn’t

mind if he did.

50 Cent says
he’s bankrupt

TURN FOR MOREÉ

FAME TURNS 
RYAN INTO
A RECLUSE

DEMI LOVATO: ‘I love 

my curves now!’

Ryan and Eva
have a 10-month-

old daughter
Esmerelda

I want to
be beyond
the pines

Demi’s boyf
Wilmer also
loves her
bootylicious bod
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Evawants to
be likeClooney

Actress Eva Longoria, 40, recently revealed that
her career goal is to become like George Clooney,
54. She expanded: ‘I want to be the female George
Clooney. He directs, produces and stars. I want to 
be in charge of the final product.’

Jay-Z’s
parking
problems

There’s one thing
having a coffer full
of coins and treating

yourself to nice things.
But you gotta know
how to use them.
Jay-Z, 45, found he
was the butt of jokes
when he couldn’t
park his brand new
Tesla when out
for dinner at
Geoffrey’s
in Malibu.

Johnny
sellsestate
Pirates Of The
Caribbean star Johnny
Depp, 52, is selling his
37-acre French estate for
£16.5 million. He bought
Le Plan De La Tour, near
Saint-Tropez, when he
was with his ex, French 
actress and singer
Vanessa Paradis, 42,
but since marrying
Amber Heard, 29,
he’s focusing on
other ventures.

+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
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Second

Stories

Most people tend to keep it down

when they’re desperately trying to

hook up with someone, especially

in celeb land. But the Willis sisters

clearly have different ideas. Scout,

23, daughter of Demi and Bruce, 

took to her Instagram account

to find Tallulah, 21, a summer

romance, saying: ‘Dear world, my

absolutely stunning sister is single

and looking for love or even a cute

person to make out with.’ Hmm…

After more than a decade

presenting E! News, host

Giuliana Rancic has decided

to step down from her position. 

‘I was fortunate enough to

play a role in the success of

E! News and will miss my

family at the show,’ she says.

But the 40-year-old

presenter will still co-host

Fashion Police and Live

From The Red Carpet. She’ll

also executively produce an

aspirational new show, Rich

In Faith for Oxygen as well

as ‘take my own wine and

clothing lines to the next level.’

Scout Willis plays 
matchmaker
for sis Tallulah

E! News’s
Giuliana quits
after 14 years

�

I’m
Scouting

for
Tallulah!

Giuliana will be
behind the

camera as well as
in front of it 

Giuliana and Kelly
Osbourne co-hosted
Fashion Police until 
they had a spat 
in February
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RIP Patrick Swayze, aka Johnny

Castle, the boy from the wrong

side of the tracks who burst

on to our screens and into our

hearts inthefilmthatreallydid

give us the time of our lives…

Patrick tragically died of

pancreatic cancer in 2009, but

his legend lives on – as does

Dirty Dancing, arguably the

most iconic chick-flick ever.

-(11,)(5*5(<
Baby Houseman

After being spun

around the

dancefloor (and

the bedroom)

as Baby, Jennifer

appeared in an

episode of Friends as

Rachel’s former BFF Mindy.

She won Dancing With The

Stars in 2010 and even stood

in for head Strictly judge Len

Goodman twice in 2011. She

was last seen in 2014 sci-fi

film In Your Eyes. In 1989,

Jennifer, now 55, had plastic

surgeryonhernoseand many

believed it ruined her career.

She said in 2012: ‘It was the

nose job from hell. I’ll always

be this once-famous

celebrity no one recognises

because of a nose job.’

-$1(%58&.(5
Lisa Houseman

Now 57, Jane’s hilarious

',57<
'$1&,1*� ����

performance as Baby’s big

sister Lisa hit a nerve with

siblings everywhere. But she

only made a few more films,

including Stealing Home and

Bloodhounds Of Broadway.

She became a screenwriter

and said: ‘I don’t blame Dirty

Dancing for my flat career.

I think it gives the impression

I’m a horrible singer, [but] I’m

extremely grateful to have

been in Dirty Dancing.’

&<17+,$5+2'(6
Penny Johnson

Most famous for her dancing

roles, Cynthia was in 1983’s

Flashdance and played John

Travolta’s love interest in

Staying Alive. After Dirty

Dancing she acted one

last time in Curse Of

The Crystal Eye.

Now 58, she was

married to singer-

songwriter

Richard Marx for

25 years and

became a stay-at-

home mum to their

three sons. The pair

split up last year.

Cynthia with
her ex husband
Richard Marx
in 2002

Johnny (Patrick
Swayze) and Penny
(Cynthia) never
put Baby (Jennifer)
in the corner

Jane played the
most annoying
big sister ever

Amazingly, it’smore than 30 years since The Goonies, The Breakfast Club and ET! This makes us feel very old, but also 
lovingly nostalgic. The faces of 

Corey Feldman, Jennifer Grey and 
Shannen Doherty defined the 80s. 
But while some stars went on to 
huge success, others weren’t so lucky. Here, we look at what happened to the actors in our fave 80s films… 



Red carpets, rehab 

and obscurity, life’s 

taken a funny turn 

for these 80s icons 

7+(*221,(6�
����
Directed by Richard Donner
and launching the career
of Josh Brolin, the film about
a group of misfit lads who
set out to find a pirate’s
treasure trove has made
$61 million [£39 million] in
the US since its release.

&25(<)(/'0$1 Mouth
Child star Corey, now

43, appeared in 80s hits

Gremlins, The Lost Boys and

Stand By Me. After public

battles with drugs and a stint

in rehab in the 1990s, he made

headlines for his friendship with

Michael Jackson. He accused

the singer of ‘damaging’ his

childhood, saying: ‘The biggest

thing that Michael’s done to

children is befriending the ones

in need and then abandoning

them.’ In 2012, Corey was

voted off Dancing On Ice in

the fourth week. He’s been

married twice and has one son.

-())&2+(1 Chunk
The tubby star, who fondly

gave us the Truffle Shuffle, was

the face – and belly – of The

Goonies. While many child

actors went down the route of

stardom and rehab,

Jeff, 41, gave it all up at 16,

went to college and became

a successful entertainment

lawyer! ‘When I hit puberty

I looked different and

couldn’t get work any more,’

he said. ‘It was the best thing

that ever happened to me.

I got out of LA. What saved

me was school.’

Child stars Jeff,
Sean Astin, Corey
and Jonathan
Ke Quan

Where are they now?

Corey’s had his
share of grown- 

up problems

Jeff has
courted success

as a lawyer

TURN FOR MORE É
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A handyman/martial arts

master agrees to teach a

bullied boy karate and

shows him there’s more to

the martial art than fighting.

Boys swooned over the

fighting, while girls swooned

over the movie’s star.

5$/3+0$&&+,2
Daniel LaRusso
Since the mid-1990s, 53-

year-old Ralph’s film and

TV appearances have been

occasional cameo or

supporting roles, such as in

Entourage in 2005 and How

I Met Your Mother in 2013.

He came fourth on Dancing

With The Stars in 2011. He

first met his future wife

)(55,6
%8(//(5·6
'$<2))� ����
This school-skipping classic

made $70 million [£45 million]

at the box office, despite

taking writer-director John

Hughes just six days to

complete the script.

0$77+(:
%52'(5,&.
Ferris Bueller
Matthew, 53,

voiced adult

Simba in

The Lion

Phyllis Fierro

when he was

15 and his

grandmother

introduced them!

The couple married in

1987 and have two children.

‘Some of the movies I did,

certainly the Karate Kid and

My Cousin Vinny,

were iconic

of the times,’

Ralph said.

‘I embrace it. The movies

reinvent themselves

with each generation.’

(/,6$%(7+6+8(
Ali Mills
Elisabeth was just 21 when

she was cast as the main

love interest in The Karate

Kid. Adventures In

Babysitting, Cocktail

and Back To The Future

Part II and Part III soon

followed, as did a 1995

Best Actress Oscar

nomination for her

starring role as a prostitute

in Leaving Las Vegas. The

51-year-old actress, known

to her family as Lisa,

was in Behaving Badly with

Selena Gomez last year and

is currently starring in CSI:

Crime Scene Investigation.

King, won two Tony Awards

for his theatre work and has

recently appeared in Modern

Family. He’s been married to

Sarah Jessica Parker since

1997 and they have three kids.

He briefly dated Jennifer

Grey, who played his sister in

Ferris Bueller’s Day Off.

$/$158&.
Cameron Frye
Since playing Ferris’s BFF, Alan,

59, has starred in TV series

Spin City and The Whispers.

He’s married to

actress Mireille

Enos and they

have two

children.

Where are they now?

Elisabeth in The
Karate Kid (left)
and CSI (below) 

Matthew is SJP’s
real-life Mr Big

Ferris, Cameron
and Sloane (Mia
Sara) pull the
best sickie ever

TURN FOR MOREÉ
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Where are they now?

Drew with hubby
Will last year
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The much-loved fantasy

adventure, directed by When

Harry Met Sally’s Rob Reiner, 

begins with an old man

reading to his grandson, then

the book comes alive

before their eyes.

&$5<(/:(6�
Westley
Swoon! The blue-

eyed heartthrob

went on to star in

Hot Shots!, Robin Hood:

Men In Tights and Liar Liar. Now

52, Cary has recently wrapped 

FIVE movies and last year

wrote the book As You Wish:

Inconceivable Tales From

The Making Of The Princess

Bride. It’s now universally

adored, but the film was a

flop when it came out. ‘It

was [a shock] to all of us,’

said Cary. ‘We knew we had 

a great movie, but it just came

and went. If social media had

been around then it would 

have caught on, but…’

52%,1:5,*+7 Buttercup
Playing Buttercup saw Robin’s

career skyrocket. But it wasn’t

until her 2013 role as Claire

Underwood in House Of Cards 

that she felt she’d made it.

She said: ‘You hear people say 

how they’ve “arrived”. For

me, it just took a long time.’

Robin, 49, divorced Sean Penn

after 14 years in 2010. Their

daughter Dylan Penn is a

model and actress, too. 

Where are they now?

Shannen with
Winona (far left) in
Heathers and in
Beverley Hills, 90210

TURN FOR MOREÉ

Robin with Tom
Hanks in Forrest
Gump and Kevin
Spacey in
House Of Cards
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Harry Burns
Comedian Billy has presented 

the Oscars and regularly

appeared on Saturday Night

Live since 1984. Recent flicks

include Monsters University 

and Parental

Guidance. Billy, 67,

has said of When

Harry Met Sally: ‘It

keeps enduring because it’s

heartfelt, it’s real and it’s two

people who should be together.

Isn’t that what it’s all about?’

He and his wife Janice married

in 1970, have two daughters 

and are grandparents. 

%$&.727+(
)8785(� ����
The seminal time-travelling

comedy made Michael J

Fox, who starred as Marty

McFly, one of the most

successful actors of the

decade and the film spent

a whopping 11 weeks at No1

on the US box-office charts.

&+5,6723+(5//2<'
Dr Emmett ‘Doc’ Brown
With roles like Uncle Fester

in The Addams Family and

Judge Doom in Who Framed

Roger Rabbit, Chris’s face

and gravelly tones are

unmistakable. His voice has

also landed him a lot of work in

animated movies, usually as

a villain. ‘There’s something

deliciously fun about [playing

:+(1+$55<�
0(76$//<��
����
The ultimate romcom with the

mantra that ‘men and women 

can never be friends’ and

the most quotable line

ever: ‘I’ll have what 

she’s having.’

0(*5<$1
Sally Albright
Meg also won us over

in Sleepless In Seattle

and You Got Mail. Now

53, she soon makes her film

directing debut with Ithaca.

She’s dated Russell Crowe and

been married to Dennis Quaid

– their son Jack played Marvel

in The Hunger Games and is in 

Ithaca. ‘You go

through funny waves

whensometimesyou’refamous

and sometimes you’re not,’ said

Meg. ‘You look forward to the

lulls because you get to have

real interactions with people.’

the villain],’ says the 76-year-

old actor. He’s made more than

100 films and TV shows over

the last three decades and has

two movies due out next year.

/($7+203621
Lorraine Baines-McFly
Lea, 54, starred in the entire

Back To The Future trilogy as

Marty’s mother. In the 90s

Lea had her own sitcom

Caroline In The City. She’s

been married to director

Howard Deutch since 1989

and their daughters Madelyn

and Zoey are both actresses.

‘My favourite memory of

Back To The Future actually

is seeing it,’ said Lea. ‘I was

engaged to Dennis

Quaid at the time

and the movie had

been out for like

two months.’

Where are they now?

Meg goes
through a funny
wave as Sally

Billy kept it
real as Harry

As Doc Brown,
Christopher made

Marty fly

Michael is a regular
in legal series The
Good Wife with
Julianna Margulies

Lea’s starred with
DW Moffett in teen
drama Switched
At Birth since 2011
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‘Ricky&  
Marnie?

Showbiz

Jess Wright on dating, stifling

relationships and baby plans

I
t’s always a shock when an

ex gets engaged, so it’s no

surprise TOWIE’s Jess

Wright refuses point blank

to discuss former flame Ricky

Rayment’s recent engagement

to his girlfriend of six months,

Geordie Shore’s Marnie Simpson.

But Jess, 29, is hardly without

admirers – she was seen kissing

footballer Connor Wickham last

month and had dates with TOWIE

co-stars Dan Edgar Pete Wicks.

Here, she discusses romance…

Jess, your new

novel Sparkling

Stilettos is about

a suffocating

relationship. Is

that something

you’ve personally

experienced?

I think everyone has at some

point, so yeah, definitely. There

are parts of the book that reflect

my character and certain similar

situations – but I think I’ll leave

people to guess what they are.

Was the character Dylan Dunkin-

Buckshaw based on anyone?

[Laughs] No, but he does have

traits of certain people I’ve met in

my life or from TV shows. I don’t

mean TOWIE but in general. 

You’ve been

linked to

TOWIE

newbie Pete. 

He’s not

your usual 

type…

Yeah, he’s quite

different! Pete and I are just

friends now. I kind of friend-

zoned the whole thing. I didn’t

want to get into a relationship.  

He is really nice, though.

So what kind of man are

you looking for?

I like someone who can

make me laugh. The guy

will be a true gentleman.

Your ex Ricky just got

engaged. Will it last?

Wearenotdiscussing that. 

But was it a shock?

We are not discussing it.

OK… You’ve said you’re

not leaving TOWIE yet,

but would you ever quit?

When the time is right, but

I’m happy at the minute.

Your brother Mark says

he’s broody. What kind of

dad do you think he’ll be?

He’ll be amazing. He loves kids

but he’d be very authoritative.

I’m NOT
discussing
that…’

‘I’M
LOOKING 
FOR A
TRUE
GENT’

Sparkling

Stilettos by Jess

Wright (£7.99,

Totally Bound) is

out on 23 July

Wedding bells:
Marnie and Ricky
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News

ALEC
BALDWIN

Like father, like

son. Alec Baldwin

joins his baby boy

Rafael in getting

some shuteye – and

who can blame him?

HELEN
FLANAGAN

The former Corrie star

and boyf Scott Sinclair

look pleased as punch

with daughter Matilda.

DAN 
OSBORNE

Pretty in  

pink! Dan’s 

daughter Ella 

is definitely  

a Daddy’s  

girl as they 

share a cosy 

snuggle.

PARIS 
AND NICKY 

HILTON
Weddings are glam 

anyway, but when you’re 

a Hilton and your big sis 

Paris is your bridesmaid, 

that means customised 

Louboutin heels. Oh, 

and the bridesmaid 

taking selfies.

MADONNA
Being the queen of 

pop must be a tiring 

job. So it’s a good thing 

Madge has her kids David 

and Mercy on hand to 

help her relax with a 

foot massage. Get into 

those grooves, 

guys!

Proud 
dad

BA
BY

 

SP
ECIA

L

Miss B can

do no wrong, 

even when 

she’s wearing 

the biggest 

floppy hat  

ever and  

the most 

complicated 

swimming 

cossie known 

to man. In her 

own words, 

Flawless.

BEYONCE 
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LIV TYLER
Hello, Sailor. Liv

celebrates her

son’s five-month

milestone

with a cuddle.

BILLI MUCKLOW
Son Arlo has his mum

Billi wrapped round his

little finger. Well, he’s got

a hold of her ear, at least…

of the
week

AMBER 
ROSE

It’s the battle of the 

belfies as Kanye 

West’s ex shows Kim 

Kardashian she isn’t 

the only one with 

lots of front  

(and back).

KHLOE 
KARDASHIAN

Seeing double! When 

your body and curves 

are THAT good,  

two is always 

better than  

one.
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Fun, filtered and far too revealing  

– the lives of the stars  

on social media 



SMART GIRLS 

    FAKE IT
with

exclusively at

Made In Chelsea’s Jess Woodley 
shares her guide to tanning
nowmagazine.co.uk/videos

WATCH

STAY SAFE IN THE SUN THIS SUMMER #SmartGirlsFakeIt

SMART

FAKE IT
GIRLS

with

exclusively at
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TURN FOR MOREÉ

11

The global superstar almost didn’t 
make it onto the big screen…

Things
you didn’t
know about

Daniel suffers from
dyspraxia
The actor, who turns 26 on

23 July, has a mild form of the

neurological condition, which 

can affect movement and

hand-eye coordination. In fact,

Daniel still struggles to tie his

shoelaces. He’s joked: ‘Why oh

why has Velcro not taken off?’

Never mind, Dan – at least

you’re still a pro at Quidditch!

He almost didn’t
make it as Harry
Thankfully, Daniel’s parents

had a change of heart but

originally they weren’t so keen

on their son landing the role.

‘When I was initially asked

to audition for Harry, they

both said no,’ admits Daniel.

‘At that time the deal was that

we’d have to sign on for seven

films and they’d all be made

in America and they just

said: ‘No, that would be

too big a shift to his life

– that’s not going to

happen.’ Then the deal

changed and Harry

Potter was eventually

filmed in the UK. Phew!

Sick note? 
Never!
Daniel only missed two

days of work throughout

the entire 10-year filming 

span of Harry Potter,

when he was suffering

from gastric flu. Not 

bad going at all.

‘I am a
geek!’

Daniel Radcliffe

The way they
were: Daniel with
HP co-stars
Emma Watson
and Rupert Grint

‘WHY HAS
VELCRO 
NOT
TAKEN 
OFF?’



your budget that little bit

further. Check out amazing

offers from the likes of Expedia, 

Hotels.com, Booking.com,

Travelodge UK, Lastminute.com

and many more.

CASHBACK OFFER Earn up to
8% cashback with Hotels.com

FASHION FOR LESS

If you fancy sprucing up your

wardrobe this summer, you’ll be

pleased to hear Quidco works

with all your favourite high

street and online retailers.

From Marks & Spencer to New

Look and Topshop, Debenhams 

and Dorothy Perkins to Next

Quidco tracks your 
visit and passes
you the cashback.

You can then withdraw  
it from your bank or
PayPal account to spend 
(or save!) as you wish. 

Want to earn cashback or get a deal with Quidco? 
Then join for free today – just visit quidco.com

HOW DOES QUIDCO WORK?

Go to the website
quidco.com
and browse the

hundreds of offers available 
at Quidco’s retailers –
or search for a specific 
product or service. 

When you’ve
found what
you’re looking

for, just click through
to the retailer’s website 
via quidco.com and
make your purchase. 

£
£ ££

1 2 3

Whatever you want to buy, it’s

likely you can get a deal or earn

cashback with Quidco. Here’s how:

PROMOTION

£

Quidco, the UK’s largest cashback site, can

help you save on your next UK holiday 

DAYS OUT

Whatever the weather or 

occasion, Quidco has

something for you! From

adrenaline-fuelled theme

parks to spa breaks and

cinema tickets, there’s always

cashback available. You can 

even pocket rewards on

great-value deals at Groupon,

Living Social and Wahanda.

CASHBACK OFFER Earn up to
5% cashback with Groupon

ACCOMMODATION

From lovely B&Bs to luxurious

hotels, when you book your 

next trip Quidco’s travel

partners will help you stretch 

and Gap, you can pocket

pounds when you snap up all 

the latest summer trends.

CASHBACK OFFER Earn
up to 3% cashback with 
Marks & Spencer

SUMMER ESSENTIALS

If you’re worried about the sun,

Quidco has you covered there 

too! With partners such as

Superdrug and Sunshine.co.uk, 

you can save on sun protection. 

Superdrug is a fantastic

place to stock up on all

your holiday essentials,

from toiletry miniatures

and sun cream to fake tan

– and with Quidco currently 

offering 1.5% cashback,

you can fill your basket

and still have money left 

over for your holiday!

CASHBACK OFFER Earn up to
1.5% cashback with Superdrug
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Holiday for less 
this summer
with Quidco 

Earn cash

as you

spend for

summer!
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Harry Potter wasn’t
his first acting gig
Before shooting to international

stardom as Harry Potter, Daniel

made his acting debut in the BBC’s 

1999 TV adaptation of David

Copperfield. ‘My mum sent in a

Polaroid of me to the BBC because

I’ve wanted to act since I was five,’

revealedDaniel,just 10 at the time.

Addictive
personality?
Daniel is rather partial to hot

chocolate and Diet Coke (not

together, of course!). In 2010

he became teetotal after his

alcoholism spiralled out of

control. Admitting he

sometimes turned

up to filming still

drunk, Daniel

recalls: ‘It was

bad. I don’t want

to go into details,

but I drank a lot

and it was daily

– I mean, nightly.’

Acting
wasn’t Daniel’s 
only dream
As a child growing up, Daniel also

dreamed of being a professional

cricket player for England. ‘I’m

a geek, I’m just obsessed with 

cricket,’ he confesses.

He’s a very
private person
Despite being very much in the 

public eye thanks to the Harry

Potter films, Daniel tries to

keep his life private and even

avoids reading articles about

himself after an upsetting

incident as a teenager.

‘I never read anything about

myself in the papers or on the

internet, but when I was 14

I Googled myself and obviously

there were a lot of people saying

nice things, but you don’t see

them – you only see the people

who are vile about you,’ he admits 

‘It’s really, really strange – the

assumption that they know me

and that they have a right to talk 

about me that way. It’s just

so unbelievably arrogant.’

Smoking is
Daniel’s vice
Back in 2008, sources claimed

that Daniel was nicknamed

Harry Puffer on set, due to his

20-a-day cigarette habit. Daniel

still hasn’t given up smoking but 

admits to having cut down.

He’s a poet – now
you know it!
Daniel can add poetry to his

CV as he’s the author of several

published poems, the first four

of which came out when he was

only 17. To remain private, Dan 

goes by the name of Jacob

Gershon – a combination of

his middle name Jacob, and

his mother’s maiden name

Gresham. His poems are 

about infidelity and affairs 

with prostitutes. Er…

Love has made
him a big softie!
Daniel is a bit of a sweetie

and revealed that his girlfriend 

Erin Darke, 30, is also his

‘best friend’. The pair have

been dating since 2012 after

meeting on the set of Kill

Your Darlings. Daniel revealed: 

‘If you can get to a point where

you’re dating or married to

somebody you consider your

best friend, that’s what will 

make it work.’ Aww!

Money is no object
Daniel won’t have to worry

about price tags for a while

because he’s worth just under 

£70 million. Oh, what we 

could do with that…

Daniel’s been
dating Erin Darke

since 2012

Seems there’s
no magic formula

to give up smoking!

He loves hot
chocolate 

‘I’VE
WANTED 
TO ACT
SINCE I
WAS FIVE’
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20 pages of fashion & beauty start here!

THIS WEEK’S
LUST-HAVE

InstaGlam

Breathe health

into your hands

with Nailberry’s

oxygenated nail

polish. Allowing

air and moisture

to pass through

the lacquer, it

helps to heal

and strengthen 

your talons. 

OXY
MANI

SUITS BOUX
Gone into a festival packing

meltdown? Boux Avenue

has come to the rescue with

a bralet that doubles as

a purse with a handy

side pocket for your

belongings –

genius!

HOT
CANARY
Superstar stylist Gok

Wan is back with his

18th collection for Tu

at Sainsbury’s and it’s

the most summery

thing we’ve ever

clapped eyes on.

Packed with this

season’s hawt yellow

hues at bargainous

prices, it’s guaranteed

to boost your mood

(and bank balance).

£22
GOK FOR TU AT

SAINSBURY’S
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COOL IT
From heatwave

to summer hols,

this new range

of cooling

products will

get you out of

a hot fluster in

no time at all.

£14.50
NAILBERRY

L’OXYGENE NAIL
LACQUER IN
LAIT FRAISE

FROM £7
SANCTUARY

COOLING
COLLECTION 

AHEAD OF
THE CURVE
Curvy girls rejoice!

Simply Be’s new

range lands this

week and it’s a

who’s who of 2015’s

biggest trends – all

available in sizes

12-32. Go 70s-style

with the button-

down skirt, be

easily suede into

buying the patchwork

jacket or invest in the

flippy floral dress. Or

just bag it all, natch.  

STYLE
DIRECTOR’S 
TOP PICK

S
IM

P
LY

 B
E

£110
SIMPLY

BE

£26
BOUX

AVENUE.COM
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Nail the 70s trend with one simple (and short!) skirt. These celebs show us how…

£12
AX 

PARIS

Jessica Wright goes

the maximum score on 

the suede-ometer.

THIGH’S 

THE LIMIT

TAN UP

Diana Vickers 

adds a 70s 

hairstyle to finish 

off the look .

£45
TOPSHOP

£8
BOOHOO.

COM

£9.99
NEW 
LOOK

£39.99
BONPRIX.

CO.UK

£25
MADE

£24.99
GETTHE 

LABEL.COM

£45
DOROTHY 
PERKINS

£70
OFFICE

£38
WAREHOUSE

THEIR STYLL



InstaGLAM
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We love retro 

mash-up – all she needs 

now is a Vespa. 

RETRO 

GIRL

Jasmin a ws

us a suede mini isn’t

only for daytime – just

stay off the red wine!

MICRO 

TREND
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£8
MISS

SELFRIDGE

£59
VERY.
CO.UK

£19
MONSOON

£28
ASOS.
COM

£89
DUNE

£69
YOOX.COM

£30
TOPSHOP

£35
RIVER 

ISLAND

£39.99
ZARA

£15
AJ MORGAN 

AT ASOS.COM

£25
LINZI

YOUR 
WAYLE 
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BEST FOR 

BIGGER
BOOBS 

WAHOO! You’ve got great 

boobs! You may well fancy 

larking about in the surf 

too. But if bounce is an 

issue – or you fear the 

dreaded four boobs – 

simply invest in a bikini top 

with secret support. Now 

ss Marks & Spencer’s 

swimwear sets – similarly, 

this nifty support top 

(above) ticks off summer’s 

shoulder-baring trend, too. 

Oh, and if you love your 

bum, be sure to shimmy on 

a pair of printed bikini 

bottoms for added pizzazz! 

TOP £15 ASOS.COM

BIKINI BOTTOMS £20 LASCANA 
AT SWIMWEAR365.COM

NECKLACE £16.50 TOPSHOP 

BRACELETS £5.99 NEW LOOK
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InstaGLAM

Suffering summer swimwear dilemmas? Panic not, Now has found your body 

its new beach BFF with the coolest cossies that money can buy
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Rather stay in bed than hit 

the gym pre-hols? That’s 

where this cool cossie 

comes in. The wraparound 

style will shed inches from 

your waist and boost your 

best bits. Plus it has control 

lining, removable soft cups 

(for those blessed with 

bigger boobs) and a deep 

V-neckline, so no more 

frumpy tan lines.

  

SWIMSUIT £24.99 
SWIMWEAR365.COM 

BRACELETS £148.75 FOR A 
STACK OF FIVE MEME LONDON

PINK RING £7.50 SILVER RING 
£12 FOR A STACK OF SEVEN 
BOTH ACCESSORIZE

BAG £19.99 BERSHKA  

THE LOSE A 

STONE 
SWIMSUIT! 

UP TO SIZE 28



BEST  

BORROWERS 

…And by that we mean 

petite types. Whether 

you’re super-sporty or 

simply small of stature, 

bikinis are great for 

creating insta-curves in  

all your fave places. This 

Buffalo set features braid 

details along the trim, as 

well as ruching to further 

boost busts – plus its cups 

are padded for those who 

prefer a little help. Best of 

all, it has detachable straps 

– meaning you can notch 

up a bagillion lengths of the 

pool with ease (should you 

so please). 

BIKINI £49 BUFFALO AT 
SWIMWEAR365.COM 

SUNGLASSES £270 SUNDAY 
SOMEWHERE 

PENDANT £95 DAISY LONDON

NECKLACE £12.50 FREEDOM 
AT TOPSHOP

CUFF £3.99 H&M 

SILVER AND GOLD BRACELET 
£23 HOUSE OF HARLOW

GOLD BRACELET £14 TOPSHOP

RINGS £12 FOR A PACK OF 
THREE URBAN OUTFITTERS

COVER-UP STYLIST’S OWN

InstaGLAM



BEST FOR

PEAR
SHAPES

Blessed with curves that’d 

give ol’ Kim K a run for her 

money-makers? Or perhaps 

you just fancy giving your 

boobs a boost? Then opt for 

a shape-shifting twosome. 

Block colour bikini bottoms 

in a darker shade or denim 

cut-offs with a high waist 

work perfectly with a 

‘cooee, look at me’ bright 

bikini top (underwired for 

your pleasure). How?  

It works by drawing  

the eye upwards. 

BIKINI £28 BUFFALO AT 
SWIMWEAR36.COM

SHORTS £17 SUNGLASSES 
£5.99 BOTH NEW LOOK

NECKLACE £15 FREEDOM 
AT TOPSHOP 

BRACELETS £2.50 PRIMARK

WORDS AND STYLING GILLY 

FERGUSON. PHOTOS KIRSTIE 

MCNULTY. MAKE-UP LOIS PICKUP

SHOT AT KEMPINSKI HOTEL,  

SOMA BAY, EGYPT
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BEST FOR 

BEE-STING

BOOBS 

Be proud of what your mama 

did (or didn’t) give you, and 

wear a wowee bright bikini 

top to fake fullness. And be 

thankful that you can get 

away with strapless styles  

– buh-bye pesky tan lines! 

BIKINI TOP £38 BOTTOMS £49 
BOTH SWIMWEAR365.COM 

BEADED BRACELETS £35 
EACH MEME LONDON

TASSLED BRACELETS £6.50 
EACH RINGS £10 EACH ALL 
FREEDOM AT TOPSHOP 

CLUTCH £33.75 
PRETTYLITTLETHINGS.COM 

HAT AND BANGLES  
STYLIST’S OWN

A clever cutaway  
V creates  
insta-cleavage!



Millie, Gizzi and

PLUS-ONES

Beach
Style up your swimwear with  

the beach-friendly bolt-ons your  

holiday wardrobe’s crying out for

64  
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£32 
TOPSHOP

£12 
MARISOTA.

CO.UK

£26 
HAVAIANAS 
AT OFFICE

£16
IPHONE 6

CASE,
SKINNYDIP

LONDON.COM

£1.99
ESSENCE ALL
EYES ON ME

WATERPROOF
MASCARA IN
SOFT BLACK

£15 
THE POWERSTAND 
PHONE CHARGER, 

DEBENHAMS

You’ll need some extra 
juice to power those 

summer selfies

Boost your waves with a 
spritz of surf hairspray

£35 
OASIS

£6.50 
HAIRBRUSH, 
ASOS.COM

£21.50
BUMBLE AND 
BUMBLE SURF 

INFUSION SPRAY



 Laura

Ellie Goulding soaks it up

InstaGLAM

£3.26
GARNIER MICELLAR

EXTRA-GENTLE
CLEANSING FACE

WIPES £28
BUTTERFLY

TWISTS.COM

£24
RIVER

ISLAND

£35
NEXT

£16 
OLIVER 
BONAS

£10
ASOS.
COM

£9.99
SUPERDRUG 

SOLAIT  
TRANSPARENT 

SUN SPRAY SPF50

£1.29
DOVE SOFT FEEL 
ANTI-PERSPIRANT 

DEODORANT

£28 
MARKS & 
SPENCER 

£22.50
MARKS &
SPENCER

These cute co-ords will take
you from beach to bar

£20 
PAPERCHASE



Cheat your way to a flat

£70
LINDSAY

LOHAN FOR
LAVISH
ALICE

£70
LINDSAY 

LOHAN FOR 
LAVISH 
ALICE

£39.99
BONPRIX.

CO.UK

Making  
style 

a cinch!

This maxi skims 
curves in all the 

right places

£45
LAVISH 
ALICE

Copy Chloé ’s
wardrobe with

Lavish Alice’s new
collection

SAM FAIERS

£80
LAVISH 
ALICE

EXACT 
MATCH



tum with a sash belt

Thanks to Chloé, 

summer’s obi belt 

trend is our instant 

trick to a flat tum. 

May the fashion 

force be with you!

InstaGLAM

Wear with 
pointed 

courts for 
work

£12
GOK FOR 

TU AT 
SAINSBURY’S

£49.99
H&M

£35
MARKS & 
SPENCER

£25
VERY.CO.UK

£39.99
H&M

£39
RARE 

LONDON

£50 
CLOSET

£685
CHLOE AT 

NET-A- 
PORTER.

COM

TOP £38
SKIRT £42

BOTH LAVISH ALICE
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The perfect 
occasionwear 

dress
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V05’s lead stylist

Claire Rothstein 

shows you the

most stylish ways

to work your hair

in the heat

Who knew keeping

cool could look so

chic? Plus it works

on the beach and

at the bar. Whoop!

1First give your hair

some grip with a

texturising spray or dry

shampoo. Using your

natural parting as a guide,

divide the hair into two 

rough sections. 

2French plait the first

section, starting at

the hairline. Keep the top

loose so it looks effortless

and keeps in the volume. 

Work your way back,

pulling the majority of

hair from the longer

lengths, especially if you

have mid-length locks.

3Do the same with the

second section and 

secure both ends with 

small elastics. 

4Cross over the ends

of each length and 

find somewhere to tuck in.

Secure with a hair grip. 

5 With your palms,

gently muss up your 

do to give it texture and

use your fingertips to

loosen it. Finish with spray

to hold the style and give

definition to the flyaways. 

THE
PRODUCTS

£3.99
VO5 GIVE

ME
TEXTURE

£3.29
BATISTE DRY
SHAMPOO

EDEN
EDITION

£3.99
AUSSIE

AUSSOME
VOLUME +

GLOSS
HAIRSPRAY

Sarah and Lydia. Posers!

1 2 3 4 5

Up-do how-to

Watchour easyhairhow-to
videosatnowmagazine.
co.uk/beautynews

MARGOT
ROBBIE

UP-DOs
Tried

and

tested by

the Now

team

BRAIDY
BUNCH

The new summer





Take your go-to

hair bun for a

stylish new spin. Va

va vroom vroom! 

1Start by tying a high

ponytail right at the

top of your head. The

higher the better – if you

do it too low, you won’t be

able to see the topknot.

Using the palms of your

hands, loosen the hair

across the scalp to soften

the look. If you have any

sagging at the nape of the

hair, tuck it up neatly and

secure it with a hair grip.

Draw out a thick strand

from the ponytail and

keep it separate while you

work with the main bit.

2You want to create

a lot of texture for

this style to be effective,

so apply some texturising

powder or dry shampoo

to the lower half of your 

hair and at the ends.

Divide the ponytail into

two sections and lightly

backcomb each one to

create heaps of volume

and height. By using two

chunky sections to make 

your topknot, you’ll

create the illusion of 

more volume.

3 First wrap one

section loosely 

around the ponytail tie. 

4Do the same with

the second section 

and secure with a hair

grip. If your hair’s prone

to flyaways, it’ll add to 

the effortless feel.

5Plait the loose strand

and wrap it around

the base of the bun. Pin 

it in place. Et voilà!

1 2 3 4 5

The newsummer

TWISTED
TOPKNOT

InstaGLAM

Up-do how-to

Watchour easyhairhow-to
videosatnowmagazine.
co.uk/beautynews

£1.50
CLAIRE’S

£5.50
TRESEMME
PERFECTLY
UNDONE

ROOT
LIFTING

TEXTURISING
DUST

£2.70
DENMAN

DRESS-OUT
BRUSH
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THE
PRODUCTS

UP-DOs
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InstaGLAM

Get your game face on because

these new lippies mean business

changers

£7.90 EACH
KIKO DECO

DELIGHT LIPS
IN TROPICAL

JUICE, PASSION
DAIQUIRI &

MANGO TWIST

£12.50 EACH
PAUL & JOE

LIMITED EDITION
LIPSTICKS 

£7.99 EACH
REVLON ULTRA HD

LIPSTICK IN
POINSETTIA,

DAHLIA & PETUNIA  

£17 EACH
MAC MATTE
LIPSTICK IN

EUGENIE
& TATS

£18 EACH
MDM FLOW
IN V DUTCH,
MAS MARINA
& MILKSHAKE

Out next
month

– miaow! 

Designer Giambattista

Valli’s dreamy designs

are so fashion forward,

our lips won’t know
what’s hit them!

Statement colours
that last all day 

Inspired by rap stars,

these lip shades are

amped with attitude.

Are you daring enough?
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Summer lip

Pull a pop pout
à la Taylor Swift





& 
Health, heart, happiness – 

how to supersize your life

 Improved

TURN FOR MOREÉ

SOUL 
 CYCLE

Help your body, 
mind and heart with 
a bit of spin therapy 

Slim. The average person will 

lose 13lb in their first year of 

cycling to work. 

Create. A study found that just 25 

minutes of cycling boosts at least 

one measure of creative thinking.

Save. Yes, you need to buy a few 

things first but in the long run, 

matched against public transport 

or a car, bikes win every time. 

#Ker-ching

Help. Twenty bicycles can fit in 

the space of a car and with cars 

accountable for 10 per cent of 

our carbon footprint it seems 

silly not to swap. Cycling regularly 

is a proactive step to living a 

greener life. So get on your bike!

If you’re not already inspired, these 

biking must-haves might do the trick!

Spin style

£35 
CATH 

KIDSTON
£3.99

GREEN OIL 
CLEAN CHAIN 
DEGREASER

£4.95 
OREFLECTOR 

REFLECTIVE BADGE 
AT DESIGNMUSEUM 

SHOP.COM

£299 
MANGOBIKES.

CO.UK

£39.99 
MI-PAC AT 
ASOS.COM

£25 
BKR AT 

SELFRIDGES
£14.99 

THE GIRLS’ BICYCLE 
HANDBOOK BY CAZ 
NICKLIN (QUERCUS)

£10.99 
CRANE AT

CYCLECHIC.CO.UK  
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A-list
bronzing

SMART

FAKE IT
GIRLS

with

exclusively at

Look 
up!
Moment is a free
app that tracks 
your phone’s
usage and gives
you a telling off
when you use it
too much. WE 
NEED THIS!

This amazing new foodie

gadget is making healthy

mealtimes that little bit

more fun. Courgette

noodles, anyone?

ON
TRIAL

Sports
shower
gels

100 Active BodyCare 

Cardio Shower

Gel, £5.75
From yoga
to cardio,
these clever
cleansers are
tailored to
your fitness 
needs.

Molton Brown

Sport 4-in-1

Sportswash, £16
A good 
one
to
borrow
from
the
boys
– you
can
use
it to
shave
your
legs.

Elemis Sp@

Home Sharp

Shower Body

Wash, £21
This will
refresh,
revive and
uplift you
so you’ll
be raring
to go rather
than ready
for the sofa.

Even celebs know the clever way

to tan is to fake it. Follow our

top tanning tips and no one will 

ever know yours is a faux! 

1
Exfoliate
beforehand to

make sure your
skin’s silky, so
the lotion glides 
on smoothly.

2
Use a
lightweight,

fast-absorbing
formula that
you can build
up in colour.
Always use a
light amount
on your first
application,
then do a
second coat if
you need to,
rather than 

going in full
steam with lots 
of product.

3
Make sure
you buff

the product
into your skin.
Spending a little
more time over
applying the
product will
give you a much
more natural, 
even tone.

£7.99
SUPERDRUG

SOLAIT WEAR
OFF 60 MINUTE

EXPRESS TAN

Whether

you’re

gluten-free or

not, this style of

food prep is well

worth a try

£26.82
LURCH SPIRALI

VEGETABLE
SPIRALIZER,

AMAZON.CO.UK

Model Gigi
Hadid gets her
bikini glow on

Use this

lightweight fake

tan to get a glow

in just one hour!

Try ‘courgetti’
lightly sautéed
with an avocado
and chilli pesto...

...or raw with cherry
tomatoes and

a lemon juice &
olive oil dressing



You & Improved
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Boohoo fit!

Who said workout wear had to cost a fortune?

£16
BOOHOO.

COM

‘Happy
Father’s

Day to my
everything’

‘Thank you!!!
Gracias!!!
Grazie!!!!

500k
followers
#grateful’

‘Namaste!
#BeDetermined  

#BeOpen
#BeYou’

‘After
my workout,

can’t imagine 
a more
perfect
meal’

We dare you not o
fall in love with Z e
Saldana on Inst .

From her LOL sing g
vids to her cute

family and fitnes  
pics, she’s
schamaze!

£8
BOOHOO.

COM

£12
BOOHOO.

COM

£12
BOOHOO.

COM

£12
BOOHOO.

COM

£14
BOOHOO.

COM£8
BOOHOO.

COM

£18
BOOHOO.

COM

£8
BOOHOO.

COM

£14
BOOHOO.

COM





‘I don’t look
good in
a dress'

W
hat’s your exercise

regime?

I try to do high-

intensity cardio as much as

I can. I’ve got a personal trainer

and basically try to train as

much as I can whenever I’m not

filming for Made In Chelsea.

How often do you work out?

The thing with filming is it’s

just so hectic. I can only really

train in the mornings before

I have breakfast for about 45 

minutes to an hour. 

Do you ever work out without 

your trainer?

No. I need to be shouted at.

I need to be pushed or else  

I’ll just be really lazy!

What’s your fave body part?

I like my legs but I hate my

hips. They’re too wide – child-

bearing hips, my mum says.

So, is it hard buying jeans?

Jeans are fine, it’s dresses that

are the problem. I hate them.

I can’t look good in a dress.

What’s your

guilty food

pleasure?

Indian takeaway. I

have it whenever I’m

hungover – so pretty

much every Sunday!

Binky’s the face of

Bio-Synergy’s Active

Woman range of

sports supplements

(bio-synergy.co.uk)

MIC’s Binky Felstead, 25, shares her top-to-toe health secrets

Oh.My.Bod.

    79

HEIGHT:5FT 7IN

SIZE: 8

You & Improved

BINKY’S
FOOD DIARY

Snacks

If I’m working out I start the day with

an Active Woman Activate protein

shake. Post-workout, I’ll have eggs.

OLLIE SAYS Skip the shake –

eggs on a piece of rye bread

will give you more energy  

to fuel your day.

A salmon or chicken salad.

OLLIE SAYS Chicken and salmon

are high in protein, helping you to feel

full – great if you’re trying to reduce

your body fat. Veg is high in antioxidants 

to protect your immune system.

Tuna, salmon or prawns with veg. I don’t

really eat carbs, especially in the evening. 

OLLIE SAYS Prawns, like other fish and

shellfish, contain omega-3, which provides

the body with essential fatty acids that can  

help the fat-burning process. 

Cashew nuts and natural

yogurt with blueberries.

OLLIE SAYS Snacking on protein-

rich foods, such as yogurt, is a great way

to prevent overeating later on. Nuts

contain high levels of polyunsaturated

and monounsaturated fats, which can 

help reduce heart disease.

VERDICT
Binky’s diet is high in protein

and contains a wide range of

unprocessed food, which is really great. However, I’d use the

protein shake as a supplement rather than in place of real

food. To burn fat, your body needs fuel when starved, your 

body will use muscle for energy before body fat. 

Now’sexpertsportsnutritionist

Ollie Frost gives his verdict 

on her daily diet

Dinner

TOTAL CALS  1,453 (GDA 2,000)

Follow Ollie on Twitter @Ollie_Frost
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Binky works
out first thing

160
cals

440
cals

577
cals

276
cals

Breakfast

Lunch



PROMOTION

Love being in the sun?

Be smart and show

your skin some TLC

W
e all want to look

sun-kissed over

summer but keeping

our skin safe in the sun

is our number one priority. Not only will it 

stop our skin drying out and ageing

prematurely but by protecting ourselves 

from the sun’s harmful rays, we’ll be 

guarding against skin cancer.

That’s why we’re continuing our Smart

Girls Fake It summer skincare campaign 

with Superdrug. The Solait range,

exclusively available at Superdrug, has

a brilliant selection of sun protection

products for face, hair and body, so no 

matter what your skin type, you

can relax and enjoy the sun knowing 

that you’re protected.

Five-star UVA approved, Solait has been

developed with the best possible UVA

(ageing) and UVB (burning)

protection to safeguard against

sun-induced damage. It’s easy on

your purse, hasn’t been tested

on animals and comes with a

100% Happiness Guarantee.*

So whether you’re chilling

out on a beach or just going

about your daily activities,

protect your skin with the

Solait range. It’s your ticket to 

a gorgeous, healthy glow.  

GI L!

Glow

To customer: This voucher entitles you to

20% off the current price when you purchase

any Superdrug Solait Sun Care or Bronzing

product at Superdrug. Only original vouchers

will be accepted photocopies are not valid.

This offer is subject to availability and is

redeemable at Superdrug only. [This offer is

not available online at superdrug.com]. No

cash alternatives will be offered. Only one

voucher may be used per person per

transaction. Not to be used in conjunction with 

any other voucher, offer or discount card.

Voucher will be retained by the cashier.

Voucher valid until: 25 August, 2015

To cashier: Scan the coupon line (along with the customer’s shopping if

applicable) through the till. Scan the coupon barcode before pressing

‘Enter’ to subtotal – the till will automatically deduct the price of the

giveaway line. Note: You must scan the product before scanning the

coupon barcode otherwise the till will not recognise the coupon barcode.

Press ‘Enter’ to subtotal. Continue transaction as usual. The coupon must

be retained in store and attached to your daily cash paperwork. DO NOT 

return the coupons to Valassis/NCH.
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To save money on all your
Solait purchases, presentthe coupon (below) at the

checkout before 25 August,
2015. For more informationon the Solait range, go to superdrug.com

20% off
Solait

£8.99
SOLAITHAIR
ANDSCALP
SUNSPRAY

SPF30, 150ML

1

£2.99
SOLAITLIP

PROTECTION
BALMSPF30

2

Be kind to our complexion

1) Solait Hair And Scalp

Spray A quick-drying, non-greasy 

and water-resistant spray that

protects the hair, parting and scalp.

2) Solait Lip Protector

StickThis has antioxidant vitamin

E to prevent free radical damage and

keep lips soft and supple in the sun.

3) Solait Anti-Ageing

Face FluidThis mattifying

face fluid contains a combination

of broad-spectrum sunscreens

with aloe vera, vitamin E and

Aquarich for 24-hour hydration.

4) Solait Moisturising

Sun Lotion Pouch This handy

pouch is perfect for your handbag. 

The water-resistant formula is

enriched with Radicare, an antioxidant 

complex proven to enhance the 

skin’s tolerance to the sun.

Get into the habit of wearing sun protection on your

face every day. The Solait range has everything you need…

GET 20% OFF SOLAIT 
Exclusively at Superdrug

£3.99
SOLAITSUNLOTION
POUCH SPF30, 50ML

4

£3.99
SOLAIT

ANTI-AGEINGFACE
FLUID SPF50, 50ML 

3



Homes

School’sout!
The holidays are here and

it’s time to escape, so grab

some handy travel essentials

and hot-foot it to the check-in desk

£20
DEBENHAMS

£199
ANTLER

£5
MARKS &
SPENCER

£20
CATH

KIDSTON

£16
NEXT

£25
POPPYTREFFRY.

CO.UK

£24
OLIVER
BONAS

£199
TED BAKER

AT VERY.
CO.UK

£19.50
CLARELOVES.

CO.UK

Are we there yet?

£28.95
SUITCASE,

PREZZYBOX.COM

£8
SNACK BOX,
PAPERCHASE

£31.95
JOHN LEWIS

Keep track
of luggage with
these fun tags

£22
MILLY GREEN

The most
stylish iPad

cover
around!

£15
ANTLER

£40
TRUNKI.CO.UK

£5
MARKS &
SPENCER

£6.99
THEGIFTOASIS.COM

£16
NECK REST,

SKIP HOP AT
MAGUARI.COM

£24
TRAVEL

BLANKET,
SKIP HOP AT

MAGUARI.COM

Keep the kids
comfortable
– and quiet
– so you can

sit back
and relax

Wheel out
somecarry-on

couture
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Savour the taste of homegrown

limes! These citrus fruits take

up to a year to develop but

are well worth the wait, with

evergreen foliage and clusters of

blossom in spring. Supplied as a

pot-grown plant approx 25cm tall.

Plus you’ll receive a 100g packet of

specially formulated fertiliser to get top

results from your plant. And why not also

try these offers for your garden…

MINIFRUITCOLLECTION
Thesespeciallybreddwarfvarieties–

pear‘DoyeneduCommice’,apple‘Gala’

andplum‘MiniBlackAmber’–produce

deliciouslyjuicyfruitsonstemsreaching

1mtall.Buy3x9cmpottedplantsfor 

£28.97(RRP£44.97),saving£16!

‘WINTERBEAUTY’
Thisevergreenclematisbearsfragrant

Terms and conditions: *just pay £5.95 postage. **Calls cost 7p per minute plus your telephone provider’s access charge; costs from mobiles and other providers may vary. This offer is subject to availability and available to readers with a UK address only. Orders despatched from August 2015. The
closing date for this special offer is 21 August 2015. If you’re not completely satisfied, please return goods within seven days with a covering letter for a replacement or a refund (including initial p&p). Please note, in the case of goods going missing in the post when returned, we regret that no refund can
be guaranteed unless proof of postage is supplied. Please note your contract for supply of goods is with Thompson & Morgan, a company wholly independent of Now published by Time Inc. (UK) Ltd. Now will collect your personal information to process your order and alert you of news, new products, 
services and offers available from Now and from Time Inc. by email, phone and post. You can unsubscribe from emails by clicking unsubscribe from within the email 

�

Now, published by Time Inc. (UK) Ltd, will collect your personal information to process your order and alert you of news, new products, services and
offers available from Now and from Time Inc. by email, phone and post. You can unsubscribe from emails by clicking unsubscribe from within the 
email. Please tick here if you prefer not to be contacted by phone or post [].

I enclose a cheque made payable to Now magazine offers 

(no cash, please) for the sum of £.............................................................................................................

Mrs/Miss/Ms/Mr (delete as applicable) Initial ..............................................................

Surname ............................................................. Address ..........................................................................................

................................................................................................. Postcode ......................................................................................

Daytime tel no. (inc. code) ................................................................................................................................... 

Email ...........................................................................................................................................................................................................

Or please debit my Mastercard Visa Maestro account:

Card No. ................................................................................................ Card expiry date ................................

 Issue No ........................................     Start Date ........................................       CSV .......................................... 

PLEASE SEND ME THE FOLLOWING PRICE QTY TOTAL

TCK56389 Raspberry ‘Ruby Beauty’ x 1 £9.99   £

TCK56390PD Raspberry ‘Ruby Beauty’ x 3 £19.99 £

TCB63804 Mini fruit tree collection x 3 (1 of each) £28.97 £

TCM10048 Clematis ‘Winter Beauty’ x 1 £9.99 £

TCF10049 Clematis ‘Winter Beauty’ x 2 £14.99 £

TCC62701 FREE lime tree + 100g fruit fertiliser           FREE                  1  £5.65
for every reader (worth £17.98;

 one application per household)

    TOTAL

RASPBERRY
‘RUBY BEAUTY’ MINI FRUIT COLLECTION

WINTER
BEAUTY

Call 0844 573 1686**, quoting ‘NOW8’

Visit www.thompson-morgan.com/now8
Or complete the coupon below and post to Now magazine ‘Free Lime Tree’ Offer, Dept 

NOW8, PO Box 162, Ipswich, Suffolk IP8 3BX

OFFERS

flowersinwinterandwillappreciatea

shelteredsitewithweatherprotection. 

Buy1x7cmpottedplantfor £9.99 

orbuytwofor£14.99.

RASPBERRY
‘RUBYBEAUTY’
Thesecompactraspberrycanesreach1m

andwillproduce1.5kgoffruitperplant.

Buy1x9cmpottedplantfor£9.99

orbuythreefor£19.99(RRP£29.97).

FREE* PATIO LIME
TREE WORTH £17.98 

TO: Now magazine ‘Free Lime Tree’ Offer, Dept NOW8, PO Box 162, Ipswich, Suffolk IP8 3BX

*Just pay £5.65 postage
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Your week ahead with David Wells

LEO 23 Jul-22 Aug

You’re making something out

of a situation that’s fallen into

your lap. Whether personal or

professional, the way to make

it happen is the same: remove

your own resistance to change.

VIRGO 23 Aug-22 Sep

You might be playing host to

Venus, but she’s out by the

end of the month and goes into

reverse. Make sure you’re using 

as much of her ‘look at me’

energy as you can. Shine on.

There was a time when you
thought you couldn’t alter
things. You were in a rut. But
the last year has shown that
by being present in your life
you can have pretty much
what you want – and this year
carries on with that theme.
First gather supporters, then
be clear how they can assist
and finally accept their
help. You’ll do better within
a team than going for the
single-player option, Leo. 

turns 26
on 26 July

CANCER 21 Jun-22 Jul

The Sun’s gone but Mars

remains – an exchange that

brings you energy to pursue

a new career and boost the

balance at the Bank of Cancer.

So what’s your work passion?

Luck brings romance. Call for more.

UK: 0905 8171564* IRL: 1560 787904*

LIBRA 23 Sep-22 Oct

Call it intuition or a sixth sense,

but unless you do something

with it, it’s no more than a

hunch. Acting on those feelings

is required – love in particular 

needs some clear answers.

Green light for career. Call for more.

UK: 0905 8171567* IRL: 1560 787907*

CAPRICORN 22 Dec-20 Jan

There’s some idle chit-chat

about and as it reaches the

wrong ears you may have to

answer questions that have no

basis in fact. Why should you?

If you don’t, the gossips win.

Defending boundaries? Call me.

UK: 0905 8171570* IRL: 1560 787910*

ARIES 21 Mar-20 Apr

Uranus is moving into his

annual retreat. Here’s a chance

to direct energy towards taking

the surprise out of situations

you know won’t go down well if

you don’t share intentions now.

Call for more on a stalled romance.

UK: 0905 8171561* IRL: 1560 787901*

Call for more on second chances.

UK: 0905 8171565* IRL: 1560 787905*

Secure deals, get that date! Call me.

UK: 0905 8171566* IRL: 1560 787906*

SCORPIO 23 Oct-22 Nov

You may have been holding

back unintentionally, but you’ve

failed to push where more effort

would’ve made a big difference.

No more, Scorps – the way ahead 

is clear for plans to form.

SAGITTARIUS 23 Nov-21 Dec

It’s never going to be easy

deliveringthenewsthatyou’ve

changedyour mind, but staying

true to yourself is important.

You’re not texting and running

– you’re doing the decent thing.

Review your routines – just call me.

UK: 0905 8171568* IRL: 1560 787908*

New love is revealed. Call for more.

UK: 0905 8171569* IRL: 1560 787909*

AQUARIUS 21 Jan-19 Feb

AblueMoonisaFullMoonthat

appearstwiceinamonth–you

haveonecomingup.Toprepare,

think about who’s challenged

you twice, put two options to

you or needs a second chance.

PISCES 20 Feb-20 Mar

Why wouldn’t you choose the

easy option – a loan, a word in

the right ear, a side step to avoid

the crowds. Easy is good, right?

What if it was also short term,

with a bigger favour called in?

Time to take charge – call for more.

UK: 0905 8171571* IRL: 1560 787911*

Eyeswideopen,Pisces.Call formore.

UK: 0905 8171572* IRL: 1560 787912*

TAURUS 21 Apr-21 May

Someone seems to be on a very

long piece of elastic. They get

so far, then they ping right back.

Is that what you want? Time to

talk–enoughbouncing around

without any real commitment.

GEMINI 22 May-20 Jun

You’re not going to say how you

feel – you’ll skip around it and

wait for someone to get it, then

they’ll make the move. Really? 

Again? A Full Moon says

courage is rewarded, Gemini.

Call for more on domestic dramas.

UK: 0905 8171562* IRL: 1560 787902*

Love chats rule – call to hear more.

UK: 0905 8171563* IRL: 1560 787903*
*Calls cost 80p per minute (ROI €1.28) plus your telephone company’s network access charge and last approx 4 mins. Users must be over 18.  
Weekly lines updated on Saturdays. For entertainment purposes only. SP/IP: Spoke (UK: 0333 202 3390/ROI: 01437 8815).

IF IT'S YOUR
BIRTHDAY

THIS WEEK...

You & Improved

MILLIE MACKINTOSH

LIVE HOROSCOPE READINGS

**Calls cost £1.50 per minute (ROI €2.40) plus your telephone company’s network access charge. Max call length 19.6 mins. Lines open 8am 1am every day; calls made outside of these hours will be charged. Booking line available Mon Fri 9am 5.30pm. All calls recorded.
Callers must be over 18. You must have the bill payer’s permission. ***Text readings cost £3 plus standard rate message. Psychics will promptly reply to all messages. For entertainment purposes only. When you text a psychic, you will get marketing messages from
Time Inc. (UK) Ltd and Now magazine. However you can reply NOINFO at any time to unsubscribe from marketing messages. SP (UK)/IP (Eire): Spoke. Helpline: UK 0333 202 3392/ROI: 01437 8815 (9am-5pm, Mon-Fri). This service is regulated by PhonepayPlus.
 

Youcanalsopayusing

yourdebit/creditcard

Call 0800 063 0772**

Or text NOW then your question

to86655 £3/text reading (UK only)***

GeneralTarot

UK: 0906 174 1391 £1.50/min**

IRL: 1580 923 429 €2.40/min**

Or text TAROTNOW then your question

to86655 £3/text reading (UK only)***

LiveAstrologers

Call 0906 344 0311 £1.50/min (UK only)**

Or text ASTRONOW (space) your date of

birth (DDMMYY) and your question to86655 

£1.50 per msg x 2 (UK only)***

Pay on your phone bill: call0906 344 0983 UK £1.50/min**

                  or 1580 923 427 IRL €2.40/min**



The Fix
What gets 
your pulse 
racing 
this week

Life On Marbs ITVBe, 9pm, 22 July 

Say hello to a world of men in very tight shorts and very 

nice tans. ITV’s brand new 12-part reality show follows the 

glam pack in Marbella. So watch out, TOWIE, this lot live in 

the Spanish city 24/7, so it looks like a case of no carbs ever  

for these millionaires and rich kids. Meet self-proclaimed 

‘Marbie Barbie’ Natalie Richardson, who spends her life 

lunching and crashing her Ferrari. You can’t miss Lina 

Hodgkins (or ‘Mummy Marbella’) who runs the Linekers 

club group with an iron first, and then there’s Marbs 

newcomer Alex Weaver, who edits Marbella 

Rocks magazine – and falls in love with 

every guy she meets. Not too 

surprisingly, really… 

Welcome to 

PARADISE 

LET’S HEAR IT FOR THE BOYS…  
Name: JEFF GRAHAM
Age: 25

Occupation: Club promoter 

What he says: ‘I once saw 

someone spend a million euros 

in one night, buying Champagne 

for everyone in the club.’ 

Name: JOSH ORTEGA 
Age: 21 

Occupation: PR  

What he says: ‘I meet 

thousands of women. I’ve got  

no idea how many I’ve slept 

with, but it’s more than 200.’

Name: ADAM GRAHAM  
Age: 23 

Occupation: Party boy  

What he says: ‘I went to school 

with Hugo Taylor and Jamie Laing 

from Made In Chelsea. My job is 

to live in Marbella. It’s what I do.’ 

Right, that’s it, we’re moving  
to Marbella. Check out this lot

Name: MARK FORSTER   
Age: 33 

Occupation: Owns a luxury 

vehicle rental business  
What he says: ‘After I’ve 

hooked up with a girl, they 

always go crazy.’   

NATALIE
RICHARDSON

LINA
HODGKINS

ALEX
WEAVER



The X Factor twins, 24, on

Tara Reid and their new film

How did you get involved with

Sharknado 3?

John:Sharknado is the biggest

movie franchise of our time.

Edward: When the script came

in, we were all in Tara Reid’s

house in LA laughing our heads

off at the flying sharks.

J:The producers called the film

Sharknado by putting two words

together – like the name Jedward!

We totally influenced that.

How often do you

see Tara?

E: Every time we

visit LA. We go

to Grammy parties, or we go  

out to lunch and have Mexican.

J: LA is Tara’s town. She knows 

everywhere to go. 

Are you scared of sharks?

E: No, because we have our scuba 

licences. They wanted to put 

Tara in an underwater cage in the 

film and she was like: ‘No way!’

Would you do more reality TV?

E: Every single year there’s a 

rumour that we’re going to go on 

I’m A Celebrity, but it hasn’t 

happened yet. I’d definitely let 

John eat all the bugs if we did.

Sharknado 3: Oh Hell No! is on 

Syfy at 10pm on 23 July 

Ruth & Alex At cinemas 24 July

Morgan Freeman and Diane 

Keaton star in this heart-

warming film about an older 

couple who want to sell the 

Brooklyn apartment they bought 

in the 70s, long before the area 

became super-cool. Potential 

buyers cause all sorts of bother 

– but wait till you see how Ruth 

and Alex react! This will make 

you think twice about having a 

sneaky look inside a wardrobe 

next time you go househunting…  
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THE HOT
SPOT
What makes  
us sizzle  
or leaves  
us cold
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TURN FOR MORE É

AWARDS

Jake G

He’s 

back in

boxing

film 

Southpaw, and

just get a load of 

Jake Gyllenhaal’s 

muscles. Look, 

we’re just admiring 

his technique 

(ahem). At cinemas 

24 July.

Amaretto sours  

It’s a drink and it 

tastes like a tangy 

Haribo. Sorry, but 

that’s just genius. 

You’ll never drink a 

whisky sour again… 

The Mercury 

Music Prize 

The show will 

be switching 

from Channel 4 

to the BBC this 

year and will 

‘move away from 

its traditional 

awards show 

format.’ Ooh,  

we’re intrigued…  

Gemma Collins 

Hey, GC, bring 

back the fun on 

TOWIE! No more 

diva behaviour 

or fights with 

Lauren Pope – 

more lolz, Gem!  

Instagram 

idiots 

t’s not just  

us who get 

reeped out 

b  being 

liked by random 

users called ‘I love 

sexy girls’ etc, now, 

is it?  

TV

JEDWARD
A quickie with…

Love and 
MARRIAGE FILM





Suite Francaise
Out on DVD, 27 July
Michelle Williams and

Kristin Scott Thomas star

in this movie about the

dangerous romance

between a German officer 

and a French villager

in German-occupied

France in World War II.

A Girl Walks Home
Alone At Night
Out on DVD, 27 July
Dubbed ‘the first

Iranian vampire Western’,

this atmospheric film is set

in the Iranian ghost-town of

Bad City, whose inhabitants

are unaware they’re being

preyed upon by a vampire. 

You’ll be obsessed. 

Exhibitionism
Saatchi Gallery,
London, April-
September 2016
(saatchigallery.com)
Grab your tickets

for one of 2016’s

hottest tickets – a

massive exhibition

about the Rolling

Stones covering two

floors and nine rooms.

Rock‘n’roll at its best.

Life In Squares BBC Two, 9pm, 30 July
This new three-part drama paints an

intimate portrait of the Bloomsbury set

– writer Virginia Woolf (Lydia Leonard), 

her sister the painter Vanessa Bell

(Phoebe Fox) and their group of

friends who revolutionised art,

literature and sex in the early

years of the 20th century.  

Aperol Spritz socials 
Churchill Square,
Brighton, 30 July-1 August 
(aperol.com)
Aperol Spritz are hosting a

pop-up bar with a ‘socially 

powered playlist’, ping

pong, a treasure hunt and

an InstaBooth. Yes, please!

Maggie
At cinemas 24 July
Arnold Schwarzenegger

in a zombie film, you say?

Yes, indeed. A teenage girl

(Abigail Breslin) becomes

infected with a freaky disease 

that turns people into

cannibalistic zombies. Sounds

like a regular news day to us…  

Inside Out
At cinemas 24 July
Pixar’s newest offering

introduces characters

who operate our brains,

such as Joy (voiced by Amy 

Poehler) and Fear (Bill

Hader) – and it’s the family

blockbuster of the summer.  

Lady Chatterley
Sky Arts 1, 9pm, 30 July
Ooh la la! This adaptation of DH

Lawrence’s erotic novel won loads of

awards and will get your pulse racing.

It’s the same story – a lady begins

a steamy affair with her gardener – 

but it’s in French. Oui, oui, oui! 

FILM

TV

TV

FILM

ChillingOUT
FILM

FILM
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ACROSS
1 Playhouse (7)

5 Practise in a 1 Across,
perhaps (8)

9 Angel’s ring of light (4)

13 Early-warning system (5)

14 Govern, restrain, hold
the reins (7)

15 British summer sport (7)

16 Enlist (5)

17 Quick bite to eat (5)

18 American term for a
dinner jacket (6)

20 Protective layer of the
atmosphere (5)

21 Cold-blooded animal,
crocodile for instance (7)

23 Hand’s width (4)

26 Sand hill (4)

27 Extraordinary,
particular (7)

30 Normally (7)

34 Rumbling noise in
the sky (7)

36 Programme of business
at a meeting (6)

37 Teacher (5)

39 Describe the action at a
sporting event (10)

40 Out like a light (4, 6)

42 Makes money from
work (5)

43 - - - Age, the period that
came before the Iron Age (6)

44 Replies (7)

46 Collection of books (7)

47 Huge amount of
money (7)

48 Sign of an old wound (4)

53 Secrete (4)

54 Group of government
ministers (7)

55 Complete a crossword (5)

58 Isolated, distant (6)

60 Humped animal (5)

62 Explode, like a
volcano (5)

66 Hard palm fruit (7)

67 Ship that sank in 1912 (7)

68 Jewelled headdress (5)

69 Snare (4)

70 Spring bulb of the
lily family (8)

71 Pudding (7)

ACROSS:1Theatre5Rehearse9Halo13Radar14Control15Cricket16Enrol17Snack18Tuxedo20Ozone21Reptile23Span26Dune
7Special30Usually34Thunder36Agenda37Tutor39Commentate40Fastasleep42Earns43Bronze44Answers46Library
47Fortune48Scar53Hide54Cabinet55Solve58Remote60Camel62Erupt66Coconut67Titanic68Tiara69Trap70Hyacinth
71DessertDOWN1Torpedo2Eiderdown3Thriller4Etch5Rent6Heron7Allocate8Sick10Ankle11Outgoing12Virus19Glass
22Enamel24Polythene25Fantasise26Detached28Pirate29Coasters31Adversary32Adjacent33Proposer35Unmarried38Strain
41Encore45Cream49Calculate50Shortcut 51 Gigantic 52 Asbestos 56 Extract 57 Stone 59 Mocha 61 Eaten 63 Stay64Inch65Acid
Bonusanswer:TrainedasanarchitectANSWERS

DOWN
1 Submarine missile (7)

2 Warm quilted bedcover (9)

3 Exciting film or book (8)

4 Engrave on metal with
65 Down (4)

5 Tenancy money (4)

6 Wading bird (5)

7 Apportion, assign (8)

8 Unwell (4)

10 Lower leg joint (5)

11 Sociable and friendly,
extroverted (8)

12 Bug that gives you the
common cold (5)

19 Windowpane material (5)

22 Tooth coating (6)

24 Tough light plastic used
for packaging (9)

25 Have whimsical notions,
imagine (9)

26 Type of house not
abutting another (8)

28 Buccaneer (6)

29 Table mats for drinks 
containers (8)

31 Enemy (9)

32 Lying next to (8)

33 One who puts forward a 
motion (8)

35 Single (9)

38 Use a colander (6)

41 Call for more in 1 Across 

perhaps (6)

45 Top of the milk (5)

49 Compute, work out
arithmetically (9)

50 Quicker route than the 
usual one (5,3)

51 Enormous (8)

52 Banned heat-resistant
material (8)

56 Pluck from, pull out (7)

57 Fourteen pounds (5)

59 Fine variety of

coffee bean (5)

61 Consumed (5)

63 Remain (4)

64 Part of a foot (4)

65 Corrosive liquid (4)

Fill in the answers in the grid below and the letters in the yellow squares will spell out the answer to
this bonus question: what links Loose Women’s Janet Street-Porter to comedian Ronnie Barker?
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happened

1994 NOW

Ah, make ours a latte!

Yes, James Michael Tyler, now

53, played blond-haired Central

Perk barista Gunther in Friends

for the show’s entire run. It was

while he was working as an extra

on the show in 1994 that James

was offered the role, mainly

because he was the only person 

on set able to use a coffee

machine. ‘That was a happy

accident and I’m very, very

grateful to have had that skill,’

said James, who had to bleach

his hair every week for 10 years!

What did he do next?

It wasn’t the last we saw of 

If you want to hear about or have seen a once-famous celeb – or you are a once-famous celeb! – get in touch at nowmagletters@timeinc.com

Gunther – in 2009 he headed to

the UK to celebrate Friends’ 15th

anniversary by opening a replica

Central Perk in London. For the

show’s 20th birthday, James

attended the opening of a pop-up

Central Perk in New York’s SoHo.

Any other TV work?

James played himself in former

Friends co-star Matt LeBlanc’s

comedy series Episodes in 2012.

He’s also appeared in Sabrina

James as Gunther alongside
David Schwimmer in Friends

He played a singing
postie in 2007

In 2012 James rejoined
Matt LeBlanc in Episodes

Gunther from Friends

The Teenage Witch and comedies 

Scrubs and Just Shoot Me!

So, um, he hasn’t done

much TV work then?

No, but he did also star in the

video for Chicane’s 2007 hit

Come Tomorrow, playing a 

cheery postman.

So what does he do?

Nowadays, James is still a

jobbing actor who lives in

Hollywood and enjoys practising

the keyboard and writing music.

He’s also a fitness fanatic and

loves tennis, golf and jogging.

Last year, James got divorced

from his wife Barbara Chadsey,

although the pair had already

been separated for 10 years.

What happened to these
other Friends favourites?

Tag
Eddie Cahill,

37, played

Rachel’s hot

boyfriend Tag,

who was also her PA. Since

then, Eddie’s starred in CSI: NY

and played the lead in sci-fi

series Under The Dome. The

New York-born actor married

Nikki Uberti in 2009 and the

couple have a son Henry, five. 

Janice
Maggie Wheeler

played Chandler’s

girlfriend Janice –

who could forget
that laugh? Maggie, now

53, also appeared in The X

Files, Will & Grace and How

I Met Your Mother, as well as

1998 film The Parent Trap. She

has two daughters, Juno and

Gemma, with husband Daniel.
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